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Brickyard
Year Round Retreat at Mutianyu Great Wall
Beigou Village, Huairou District, Beijing 101405 China
Information Phone Daily 09:00-18:00 +86-10-6162-6506
Overnight Emergency Phone +86-10-6162-6319

GPS Coordinates 40.426, 116.544

Via Jingcheng Expressway from Beijing

Get on the Jingcheng Expressway 京承高速公路 towards Chengde 承德.

Take exit #13 for Beitalu 北台路 towards Kuangou 宽沟 and Qiaoz i桥梓.

Once paying and going through the toll booth, go through the first traffic light, and then turn left at the second traffic light. You will go over a small bridge. Once over this bridge, make an immediate right turn.

Go about 300 meters, you will notice sign for Mutianyu 慕田峪 in Chinese. Turn left onto a wide road and remain driving for 0.7 kilometers through the Qiaoz i Town Center until you reach a traffic light.

Here you will see a brown sign which says Mutianyu (慕田峪) in Chinese. Make a right, following the narrow road.
After 2.8 kilometers, there will be a fork in the road. Bear left. Shortly afterwards, you will see a semi-dry riverbed. From here staying on the main road about 2.7km, you'll see the Beijing Tourist Info Center on your left.

At this point, just wind around to the right following the main road. When you see the Grecian columns, you will note this is Renji Golf Hills (人济庄园). Pass by Renji Golf as you will remain on the road going towards Mutianyu.

About 3.2 kilometers past the turn off for RenJi Golf Hills, you will come to an obvious T junction. At the T junction, turn LEFT towards Mutianyu written in Chinese & pinyin.

Shortly you will see a sign for Mutianyu 12 km. Keep winding up through the mountain valley. After about 8.1 kilometers, you will pass under the aqueduct. After passing under the aqueduct, you are at the Mutianyu Roundabout (慕田峪环岛). Continue straight through the Mutianyu roundabout. Go about 200 meters past the buildings and parking entry for the park on your right and see the large rock with Chinese characters on it 长城国际文化村 and take that right, towards Xinying Village.

Go 1 kilometer through the village, bear right at the fork or "Y" (note big sign in Chinese and our Xiaolumian sign) toward Beigou Village. Once bearing right, travel on that narrow road for about 1 kilometer more to the Beigou Village center paved parking lot. Our noodle shop Xiaolumian is on the left.

Go past Xiaolumian toward the village hall and bear right down the hill about 0.4 kilometers through the village and past the gravel parking lot and fields on the right.

You are at the Brickyard 瓦厂 with our big logo sign on the water tower.